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The Challenge of Gender-Bias
Reform: A Case Study ofTeacher
Trainees in Hong Kong

Hong Kong Institute ofEducation

This report describes a 戶 iled attempt at gender-b肌.~ reform amo時 two groups of
teacher-trainees of EFL and other su句ects in Hong Kong Government schools.
The groups are investigated in terms of their demographic background, perceptions ofgender-bias in their education , and response to observing gendered classroom interactions. Their classroom observations indicate that urban Asian
classroom interactions are gender-biased and that females appear to be both the
object and the main perpetrators ofsuch bias. Afailed initiative 仙吶rm genderbias reveals such bias to be dynamic , not passive.

Following the work of Sadker and Sadker (1982 , 1986) , gender-bias in the
classroom has been well documented and attempts at gender-bias reform
have proliferated. From these efforts , a considerable debate has grown
around the issue of what establishes and what maintains such inequality.
One side of this debate holds that gender attitudes may be isolated and
gender-bias corrected through , for example , promoting school-based action
(Corson , 1993). For others , gender attitudes are more complex , and schoolbased action is superficial when it fails to explore how individuals respond
to enforced attitude change (Swann , 1995).
Within the EFL classroom , Toohey and Scholefield (1 994) note that
“ [i]t may be that students have some sense that sorting out misogyny. . .
does not appear connected with their major concern: learning enough
English to get the kind of education they want" (p. 10). However , the
tentative phrases may be , some sense , and does not appear voice a reserve

